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Robust Mapping of the Myelin Water Fraction in the
Presence of Noise: Synergic Combination of
Anisotropic Diffusion Filter and Spatially
Regularized Nonnegative Least Squares Algorithm
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Purpose: To improve the mapping of myelin water fraction
(MWF) despite the presence of measurement noise, and to
increase the visibility of fine structures in MWF maps.

Materials and Methods: An anisotropic diffusion filter
(ADF) was effectively combined with a spatially regularized
nonnegative least squares algorithm (srNNLS) for robust
MWF mapping. Synthetic data simulations were performed
to assess the effectiveness of this new method. Experimen-
tal measurements of signal decay curves were obtained
and MWF maps were estimated using the new method and
compared with maps estimated using other methods.

Results: MWF mapping was substantially improved in
both simulations and experimental data when ADF was
combined with the srNNLS algorithm. MWF variability
decreased with the use of the proposed method, which in
turn resulted in increased visibility of small focal lesions
and structures in the MWF maps.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that the benefits of
ADF and srNNLS algorithms can be effectively combined
in a synergic way for robust mapping of MWF in the pres-
ence of noise. Substantial improvements to MWF mapping
can be made using the proposed method.
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MYELIN IS AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT in the cen-
tral nervous system for proper brain function. It pro-
tects the axons of neurons and facilitates the speed of
neuronal signal conduction. Damaged myelin can
result in several white matter (WM) diseases, such as
multiple sclerosis (MS) (1–3). Therefore, quantitative
measurements of myelin content can substantially
improve our understanding of the pathological pro-
gress of demyelinating WM diseases. Magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) is one of the most promising
medical imaging modalities for the noninvasive quan-
tification of myelin content. However, conventional
MRI methods cannot provide quantitative information
about myelin content even though they are sensitive
to various pathologies affecting WM in the brain (4–6).
Recently, a technique that provides specific and quan-
titative information about myelin content was devel-
oped based on an analysis of T2 relaxation character-
istics (7,8). It has been reported that WM and several
myelinated tissue samples consist of multiple T2 com-
ponents. Further, the short T2 component (ie, between
10 and 50 msec) corresponds to water within the
myelin sheath (1,7–15). Therefore, the myelin water
fraction (MWF), defined as the ratio of the signal in-
tensity of the short T2 component to the total, could
represent the myelin content in WM. To obtain the T2

spectrum, T2 decay signals are acquired with a 32-
echo single-slice Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG)
sequence with composite 90x–180y–90x refocusing
pulses and big crusher gradients (7,8,16,17). The T2

spectrum can then be estimated from the acquired
decay signal using a nonnegative least squares (NNLS)
algorithm, and the MWF can be calculated from the
ratio of the short T2 component to the total (18). This
method has been evaluated by histopathology studies
and a strong correlation has been observed between
MWF and myelin distribution (10,19). This technique
has also been used to quantitatively measure the
MWF in brains of healthy volunteers and subjects
with MS (1,7,8).

The main drawback of this technique is the low sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the acquired data, which
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may lead to an erroneous MWF estimation. To
improve the SNR, multiple acquisitions are typically
made and averaged before the NNLS algorithm is
applied (20). Several modifications have been made to
the original NNLS algorithm to improve the reliability
of the fitting of the algorithm to the data in the pres-
ence of noise. T2 spectrum regularization is one of the
most widely used modifications to improve the NNLS
algorithm. This regularized nonnegative least squares
(rNNLS) algorithm finds a T2 spectrum that minimizes
the T2 distribution energy such that 1.02x2min < x2 <
1.025x2min where x2min is the minimum misfit of the
unregularized NNLS solution (9,10,20,21). Another
type of modification is to combine spatial regulariza-
tion with T2 spectrum regularization for robust MWF
measurements with reduced sensitivity to noise. This
modified algorithm is called the spatially regularized
nonnegative least squares (srNNLS) algorithm and it
utilizes the T2 spectra estimated from neighboring
voxels as a priori information for the estimation of the
T2 spectrum of any given voxel (22). Another effort to
improve the SNR in the data for robust myelin estima-
tion has been to use an anisotropic diffusion filter
(ADF) (20). This edge-preserving nonlinear filter has
been applied to acquired data to improve the SNR
before the NNLS algorithm is used for T2 spectrum
estimation. Jones et al (20) showed that using ADF
can improve MWF map estimations.

In this study, ADF was combined with the srNNLS
algorithm to further improve myelin estimation. Simu-
lations were performed to assess the effectiveness of
the srNNLS algorithm. For the in vivo and in vitro
experiments, a multi-gradient-echo (MGRE) pulse
sequence was used to acquire T2* decay signals on a
fixed MS brain and healthy subject. The feasibility of
using T2* decay to measure in vitro and in vivo MWF
has been demonstrated previously (22–24). MWF
maps obtained using rNNLS, rNNLS combined with
ADF (ADFþrNNLS), srNNLS, and srNNLS combined
with ADF (ADFþsrNNLS) algorithms were compared in
both the simulations and in vitro / in vivo experi-
ments. The visibility of small lesions and MWF vari-
ability were examined in the presence of noise. The
different aspects of ADF and srNNLS algorithms were
examined to evaluate how the benefits of ADF and
srNNLS were effectively combined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Acquisition

For the in vitro experiments, a fixed MS brain with
several focal lesions was scanned in a 3T MRI scanner
(General Electric, Waukesha, WI) with a standard
head-volume coil. This MS brain was fixed in 10%
buffered formalin for more than a year and then
placed in a water-filled container for scanning. A
high-order shim was performed to minimize field
inhomogeneity (22–24). Images were acquired using
an MRGE pulse sequence (the first echo time (TE1)
was 2.1 msec, echo spacing (ES) was 1.1 msec, num-
ber of echoes was 126, and the repetition time (TR)
was 2000 msec) with an in-plane resolution of 0.78 �

0.78 mm2 (256 � 256, matrix; field of view [FOV] ¼ 20
cm, slice thickness ¼ 3 mm). Total scan time duration
was 8.5 minutes.

For the in vivo experiment, a healthy volunteer in
his mid-20s was scanned in a 3T scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). A four-channel phased-array
coil was used. Images were acquired using a MGRE
sequence (TR ¼ 4000 msec, slice thickness ¼ 2 mm,
slice number ¼ 34) and a resolution of a 128 � 128
matrix, FOV ¼ 25.6 cm. An echo train of 60 TEs rang-
ing from 1.8–115.67 msec was used, with ES of 1.93
msec. Total scan duration was 8.5 minutes.

Simulation of Synthetic Data

Simulations with synthetic data were performed to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed method in
terms of MWF variability and the visibility of small
lesions in the presence of noise. Three synthetic data-
sets with different SNRs and contrasts were used in
the simulations (22). The synthetic images contained
the background and black focal regions that repre-
sent normal WM and MS lesions, respectively (Fig.
1a). Radii of lesions varied from 0.5–7 pixels for the
assessment of the visibility of various small lesions in
the presence of noise. Each pixel in the synthetic
image had a T2* spectrum which consisted of two
main peaks with different amplitudes at 7 msec and
60 msec (12,19,22–24), where the short T2* compo-
nent represented myelin water and the long T2* com-
ponent represented intra/extracellular water. The
MWF of normal WM was set to be 15% and the MWF
of the lesions varied from 0%–7.5% for various con-
trast studies. Based on the T2* spectra defined above,
the decay signals were generated and Gaussian noise
was added to the signals to reach three different SNR
levels (70, 100, 150) at TE1. The decay signals con-
sisted of 126 echoes (TE1 ¼ 2.1 msec and ES ¼ 1.1
msec).

Data Analysis

The decay signals from each dataset were fitted using
the rNNLS, ADFþrNNLS, srNNLS, and ADFþsrNNLS
algorithms to estimate the T2* spectrum and determine
MWF. For the ADFþrNNLS and ADFþsrNNLS algo-
rithms, the original noisy dataset was first filtered
using ADF at each timepoint of the signal decay.
These filtered decay curves were then fitted with the
rNNLS or srNNLS algorithms. MWF was calculated
from the estimated T2* spectrum as the ratio of the sig-
nal in the T2* distribution 3 msec < T2* < 16 msec to
the total signal (22,24).

The srNNLS algorithm was implemented as follows
(22):

min
s

As� yk k2þm Hs� pk k2
� �

subject to s � 0

where A is the system matrix which transforms the T2*
spectrum into the decay signal, s is the T2* spectrum,
y is the measurements, l is the regularization param-
eter, H is the weighting matrix (the identity matrix in
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this study), and p is the a priori spectrum. For the
rNNLS algorithm, p was set to zero. For the original
unregularized NNLS algorithm, l was set to zero. For
the srNNLS algorithm, p was estimated from the T2*
spectra obtained among neighboring voxels using the
rNNLS algorithm. From the estimated T2* spectrum,
the MWF values for all pixels were calculated and
MWF maps were produced.

The resulting MWF maps using these methods were
visually compared and contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR)
for the smallest focal lesions were examined. CNR was
defined as |MWFlesion – MWFWM| / SDWM, where
MWFlesion is the MWF value of the single-pixel lesion,
MWFWM is the mean MWF of the surrounding WM
(eight pixels), and SDWM is the standard deviation of
the MWF of the surrounding WM (22).

RESULTS

Figure 1 displays the results from the simulation stud-
ies: Fig. 1a the MWF map template for the synthetic
data, Fig. 1b the MWF maps estimated using the
rNNLS algorithm (MWFrNNLS), Fig. 1c the MWF maps
estimated using the ADFþrNNLS (MWFADFþrNNLS), Fig.
1d the MWF maps estimated using the srNNLS
algorithm (MWFsrNNLS), and Fig. 1e the MWF maps
estimated using the ADFþsrNNLS algorithm
(MWFADFþsrNNLS), from the left to the right column.

In the top row, the MWF maps estimated from the syn-
thetic data in which SNR ¼ 100 and the MWF of lesions
¼ 0% are displayed (the amplitude of the first peak at 7
msec in the T2* spectrum was zero for the lesions). The
MWFrNNLS map contains high spatial noise in the back-
ground and inside the lesions, and the visibility of the
smallest lesion (a single-pixel lesion) is low. In the
MWFADFþrNNLS map the noise in the background was
substantially reduced and the visibility of the smallest
lesion was improved. However, the background area con-
tains several white and gray patch-like areas instead of
being homogeneous in intensity. In contrast, the
MWFsrNNLS map shows improved visibility for small
lesions due to the substantial reduction of noise and
maintains the sharp edges without introducing any
patch-like areas. Finally, the MWFADFþsrNNLS map shows
the greatest visibility of the lesions with significant noise
reduction. The patch-like areas that were observed in the
MWFrNNLSþADF map were suppressed due to spatial regu-
larization and the sharp edges of the lesions were effec-
tively preserved. The visibility of the single-pixel lesion in
this image was the greatest among the four maps.

In the middle row, the MWF maps estimated from
the synthetic data in which SNR ¼ 70 and the MWF of
lesions ¼ 7.5% are displayed. The overall noise level
in the MWF maps was higher than those of the top
row due to low SNR in the data. The original contrast
was also reduced compared with the top row. The

Figure 1. Simulation results. The background and dark focal regions correspond to WM and MS lesions, respectively. Top
row: SNR ¼ 100, MWF (lesions) ¼ 0%. Middle row: SNR ¼ 70, MWF (lesions) ¼ 7.5%. bottom row: SNR ¼ 150, MWF (lesions)
¼ 3%. MWF of the background (WM) ¼ 15%. The MWFADFþsrNNLS map shows the greatest visibility of small lesions and pre-
serves the sharp edges of the lesions.
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resulting MWF maps are not as good as those in the
top row, due to the low SNR and low CNR. The small-
est lesion was hardly detectable in any of the four
maps. The MWFrNNLS map contains high spatial noise
throughout all areas. This noise was reduced in the
MWFADFþrNNLS map, but many white and gray patch-
like areas degraded the overall image quality. In con-
trast, the MWFsrNNLS map does not contain any patch-
like areas and the spatial noise was effectively
reduced. Finally, the MWFADFþsrNNLS map shows the
greatest performance. The high spatial noise was sub-

stantially reduced and the patch-like areas were effec-
tively suppressed. The visibility of the lesions and
sharp edges is the best among the four maps even
though the single-pixel lesion was not detectable.

In the bottom row, MWF maps estimated from the
synthetic data in which SNR ¼ 150 and the MWF of
lesions ¼ 3% are displayed. Due to high SNR, all sin-
gle-pixel lesions were identifiable in all four maps.
However, the visibility of these single-pixel lesions is
low in the MWFrNNLS map due to spatial noise. The
introduction of ADF resulted in improved visibility, as
shown in the MWFADFþrNNLS map. However, the map
again contains patch-like areas of inhomogeneity. The
MWFsrNNLS map does not contain any patch-like areas
and shows good visibility for the lesions. Finally, the
MWFADFþsrNNLS map shows the greatest visibility of
the lesions, with substantial noise reduction and the
patch-like areas were effectively suppressed.

For the quantitative assessment of the proposed
methods, CNR was calculated for rNNLS,
ADFþrNNLS, srNNLS, and ADFþsrNNLS methods.
The graph in Fig. 2 shows the CNR differences among
the four different MWF maps. The CNR was calculated
between the single-pixel lesion and its surrounding
WM pixels. For the MWF maps in the top row of Fig.
1, the CNR improved substantially when ADF was
applied or the srNNLS algorithm was used. The
MWFADFþsrNNLS shows the highest CNR compared
with the other maps. Similar results were obtained for
MWF maps in the bottom row of Fig. 1. Images of all
maps in the middle row of Fig. 1 show very low overall
CNRs due to low SNR in the data and low contrast in
the original image. The highest CNR was shown in the
MWFsrNNLS map and the lowest CNR was shown in the

Figure 2. CNR for single-pixel lesions in the simulation
results (top, middle, bottom rows in Fig. 1). The CNR was the
highest when MWF was estimated using the ADFþsrNNLS
algorithm (top and bottom). When the SNR of the data was
low and the contrast of the lesions in the original image was
low, the introduction of ADF reduced the CNR (middle).

Figure 3. In vitro experiments.
The MWFrNNLS map contains
high spatial noise and the visi-
bility of small focal lesions is
low. The MWFADFþsrNNLS map
shows the substantial reduc-
tion of noise and improved visi-
bility of the focal lesions.
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MWFADFþrNNLS map. Overall, the application of ADF
resulted in a lower CNR.

Figure 3 shows the results of the in vitro experi-
ments with the fixed MS brain: Fig. 3a T2-FLAIR
image, Fig. 3b MWFrNNLS map, Fig. 3c MWFADFþrNNLS

map, Fig. 3d MWFsrNNLS map, Fig. 3e MWFADFþsrNNLS

map. Seven focal MS lesions are indicated by arrows
(Fig. 3a). For all MWF maps the MWF was substan-
tially reduced at the site of the focal lesions and
regions of gray matter (GM), while the myelin water
signal was well detected in regions of WM. However,
the MWFrNNLS map had high spatial noise, which
resulted in low visibility of small focal lesions. This
type of spatial noise has been previously described as
artifactual ‘‘holes’’ in the MWF map since it can be
mistaken as a false negative and misinterpreted as a
small lesion (20,22). This hole-type noise was sub-
stantially reduced in the MWFADFþrNNLS map. How-
ever, as observed in the simulation studies, the
MWFADFþrNNLS map showed patch-like areas that
degraded the overall quality of the MWF map. In addi-
tion, the contours of the boundaries between WM and
GM are not continuous, but rather have a saw-
toothed appearance due to noise. Furthermore, the

fifth lesion is not identifiable. In contrast, the
MWFsrNNLS map had a more natural appearance
throughout the image, with substantial reduction of
noise. The visibility of the fifth lesion was greatly
improved compared to the MWFrNNLS and
MWFADFþrNNLS maps. Finally, the MWFADFþsrNNLS map
showed the most improvement in terms of noise
reduction and in the visibility of the lesions. The
patch-like areas in the background were effectively
suppressed and the saw-toothed edges on the boun-
daries between WM and GM that were observed in the
MWFADFþrNNLS map were cleaned out, while the sharp
edges were well preserved. The sharpness of the edges
was better than that of MWFsrNNS map.

Figures 4 and 5 display the results from the in vivo
experiments. The top row of Fig. 4 shows the original
dataset: Fig. 4a the anatomical image at TE ¼ 19.17
msec, Fig. 4b the anatomical image at TE ¼ 57.77
msec, Fig. 4c the T2* decay signal at a specific voxel
indicated by a circle in Fig. 4a. The bottom row shows
the filtered dataset using the ADF: Fig. 4d the filtered
image of Fig. 4a, Fig. 4e the filtered image of Fig. 4b,
Fig. 4f the resulting T2* decay signal from the filtered
dataset at the same voxel in Fig. 4a. It was observed

Figure 4. In vivo data. Top
row : original data at (a) TE ¼
19.17 msec and (b) 57.77
msec, and (c) T2* decay signal
from a specific voxel indicated
by a circle in (a). Bottom row:
filtered data of the top row.
The ADF reduced the spatial
noise and preserved the sharp
boundaries (d,e). Also, the
ADF substantially increased
the temporal SNR of the T2*
decay signal (f).

Figure 5. In vivo experiments. High spatial noise and many ‘‘holes’’ were observed in the MWFrNNLS map. The ADFþsrNNLS
algorithm resulted in the substantial noise reduction and the naturally looking MWF map with the sharp edges preserved.
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that the filtered images Fig. 4d,e showed less spatial
noise than the original images Fig. 4a,b, and at the
same time the sharp edges and boundaries were well
preserved. Furthermore, a substantial reduction in
temporal noise was achieved in the T2* decay signal
Fig. 4f, even though the ADF filtering was performed
in the spatial domain, not in the temporal domain.
The temporal SNR substantially increased from 86.2
to 132.7. The temporal SNR was estimated as the ra-
tio of the signal intensity at TE0 to the standard devi-
ation of the fitting residuals (23,25,26). Figure 5
shows the resulting MWF maps using the rNNLS,
ADFþrNNLS, srNNLS, ADFþsrNNLS algorithms from
the left to the right, respectively. In all maps the mye-
lin water signal was well detected in regions of WM,
except in the frontal area, where field inhomogeneity
affected MR signals. Additionally, the MWF was sub-
stantially reduced in regions of GM, which is consist-
ent with other studies. However, the MWFrNNLS map
contains high spatial noise and many ‘‘holes’’ that de-
grade the overall map quality. This hole-type noise
was substantially reduced in the MWFADFþrNNLS and
MWFsrNNLS maps. The MWFsrNNLS map shows a more
natural representation and better depicts the continu-
ous WM regions, especially as they become thinner
and approach the cortex. Finally, the ADFþsrNNLS
method resulted in the best images. Hole-type noise
was substantially reduced, and the edges and boun-
daries of WM, GM, and lesions were effectively pre-
served. Further, the thin WM tracks near the cortex
were well depicted.

Figure 6 shows the MWF maps superimposed on
the anatomical image. It shows the benefits of using
the ADFþsrNNLS method for myelin water mapping.

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that the MWF measurement
can be improved by using the ADFþsrNNLS algo-
rithm. In both simulations and in the analysis of in
vitro and in vivo MGRE data, the MWF variability
decreased substantially with the proposed method,
which resulted in increased visibility of the small focal
lesions. Overall quality of the MWF maps has been
substantially improved.

The application of conventional linear spatial filters
generally degraded the image quality due to a blurring
effect throughout the image, which then lowers spatial
resolution, even though spatial noise may have
decreased. This blurring effect is not desirable for
medical images because many small features in the

image may be neglected during evaluation of such an
image. Therefore, edge-preserving nonlinear filters
such as ADF may be more favorable for medical imag-
ing than conventional linear spatial filters. ADF, how-
ever, generally introduces artificial features in the
images such as stair-casing artifacts and patch-like
areas in homogeneous or slowly varying areas (27,28).
These types of artifacts were observed in our studies
as well when ADF was used together with the rNNLS
algorithm. Since the rNNLS algorithm does not
account for any spatial information during the fitting
process, the artifacts caused by ADF are bound to
manifest in the final MWF map. A comparison of the
MWFADFþrNNLS maps in Fig. 1b with the MWFrNNLS

maps in Fig. 1a suggests that the patch-like artifacts
were caused by the application of ADF. In contrast,
those patch-like artifacts were effectively smoothed
out in the MWFADFþsrNNLS map, while the sharp edges
and boundaries of the lesions were well preserved.

The analysis of CNR of the single-pixel lesion in Fig.
2 suggests that the application of ADF is very effective
for reducing noise and preserving edges, altogether
leading to increased CNR when the SNR in the data
and the original contrast of the image are relatively
high (top and bottom in Fig. 1). The performance of
the ADFþrNNLS and the ADFþsrNNLS algorithms
was better than that of the rNNLS and the srNNLS
algorithms when the CNR is the main interest. How-
ever, when SNR and the original contrast of the image
were relatively low (middle in Fig. 1), the application
of ADF resulted in lower CNR (the CNRs in the
MWFADFþrNNLS and MWFADFþsrNNLS maps were lower
than those in the MWFrNNLS and MWFsrNNLS maps).
This suggests that application of ADF to low SNR
images may smooth out small objects or features with
low contrast in the images. In general, ADF is a
smoothing process based on the geometrical informa-
tion of the local areas. This geometrical information is
estimated based on the signal difference among neigh-
bors (or contrast) and the noise level. Therefore, if
some objects are too small and of low contrast, they
may be regarded as noise and be blurred out. Once
they are blurred out in the data, it is difficult for the
rNNLS algorithm to recover the lost information. In
this case, the rNNLS algorithm without ADF would be
better than the ADFþrNNLS method.

Both ADF and the srNNLS algorithms utilize spatial
information among neighboring voxels to reduce spa-
tial noise in MWF maps. The difference between ADF
and the srNNLS algorithms is that ADF utilizes only
the pixel intensities among neighboring voxels and the
srNNLS algorithm utilizes the T2* spectra among

Figure 6. Superimposed images
of the in vivo MWF maps. It is
shown that the MWFADFþsrNNLS

map effectively depicts the WM
areas with a substantial
amount of myelin content.
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neighboring voxels for the final fitting process. This dif-
ference resulted in the different types of MWF maps.
The MWFADFþrNNLS map shows sharp edges and boun-
daries, but contains unnatural discontinuities and
patch-like areas in the background, as shown in Fig. 3d.
Furthermore, the fifth lesion in the fixed brain is hardly
observable. In contrast, the MWFsrNNLS map affords a
more natural appearance, and the visibility of the fifth
lesion was greatly improved. Finally, the MWFADFþsrNNLS

map shows the greatest visibility of the focal lesions with
substantial reduction of the spatial noise. The disconti-
nuities and the patch-like areas that were observed in
the MWFADFþrNNLS map were effectively suppressed,
while the sharp edges and boundaries of the lesions and
the WM/GM were well preserved. Furthermore, the con-
tours of the boundaries of the WM and GM are clearer
than those in the MWFADFþrNNLS map.

Similar improvements were observed in the in vivo
experiments. ADF successfully increased the temporal
SNR of the T2* decay signals, resulting in higher SNR
MWF maps. Hole-type noise was substantially
reduced. Finally, the MWFADFþsrNNLS map shows the
best performance in terms of reducing noise and pre-
serving the sharp and thin WM tracks, especially the
ones close to the cortex. A detailed examination of the
MWFADFþsrNNLS map reveals that the patchiness is still
present, even though it is reduced compared to that
of MWFADFþrNNLS map. There is an apparent tradeoff
whether ADF is used or not, since ADF offers the
advantage of reducing noise and preserving sharp
edges but also introduces artificial patchiness. The
MWFADFþsrNNLS map contains less patchiness than
the MWFADFþrNNLS map, and shows sharper edges of
lesions/WM and fine structures than the MWFsrNNLS

map. The srNNLS algorithm alone may introduce
blurring throughout the final MWF maps, but the
application of ADF reduces or prevents this effect.
Therefore, the synergy of ADF and srNNLS is such
that ADF preserves sharp edges and prevents blurring
that srNNLS may induce, while srNNLS reduces the
patchiness that ADF may induce, and both together
contribute to the reduction of spatial (hole-type) noise,
leading to reduced variability and hence increased
visibility.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the com-
bination of the srNNLS algorithm and ADF filtering
can substantially improve MWF measurements and
produce robust MWF maps in the presence of noise.
Different aspects of ADF and the srNNLS algorithm
have been examined in the simulations and the in
vitro / in vivo experiments, including the benefits of
ADF and the srNNLS algorithm when combined. Alto-
gether, robust MWF maps with increased visibility of
lesions and edges can be obtained.
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